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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||Abstra t

Through 1980s, management a ounting resear hers des ribed the in reasing irrelevan e
of traditional ontrol and performan e measurement systems. The Balan ed S ore ard
(BSC) is a riti al business tool for a lot of organizations. It is a performan e measurement
system whi h translates mission and strategy into obje tives. Strategy map approa h is a
development variant of BSC in whi h some ne essary ausal relations must be established.
To re ognize these relations, experts usually use experien e. It is also possible to utilize
regression for the same purpose. Stru tural Equation Modeling (SEM), whi h is one
of the most powerful methods of multivariate data analysis, obtains more appropriate
results than traditional methods su h as regression. In the present paper, we propose
SEM for the rst time to identify the relations among obje tives in the strategy map,
and a test to measure the importan e of relations. In SEM, fa tor analysis and test of
hypotheses are arried out in the same analysis. SEM is known to be better than other
te hniques at supporting analysis and reporting. Our approa h provides a framework
whi h permits the experts to design the strategy map by applying a omprehensive and
s ienti method together with their experien e. Therefore, this s heme is a more reliable
method in omparison with the previously established methods.
Keywords : BSC; SEM; Strategy map.
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||{

1

Introdu tion

Limitation of nan ial data as the basis for de ision making in organizations has been
re ognized for a long time [8℄. Furthermore, the utility of non- nan ial data to improve
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the de isions has been understood [22℄.
This information led the resear hers of the management eld to fo us on the in reasing
irrelevan e of traditional ontrol and performan e measurement systems. Many resear hers
have tried to nd a omprehensive performan e measurement system. Kaplan and Norton
(1992) invented the Balan ed S ore ard (BSC) that has be ome both well known and
(in various forms) widely adopted [15℄-[32℄. A ording to the resear h study ondu ted
by Kaplan and Norton in 1990, the BSC an a t as a riti al business tool for many
organizations [27℄. It is developed to ommuni ate the multiple linked obje tives that
modern ompanies must a hieve to ompete on the apabilities. BSC has at least the
following attributes (see [22℄, for details):
1. A mixture of nan ial and non- nan ial obje tives [15℄.
2. Assigning measures to spe i strategi obje tives { usually illustrated in tables with
one or more measures asso iated with ea h obje tive [15, 16℄.
3. A limited number of measures, numbering between 15-20 [16, 17℄.
4. Clustering obje tives into the following list of four perspe tives:
(a)
(b)
()
(d)

Finan ial
Customer
Internal pro ess or internal business pro ess
Innovation and learning or learning and growth [15, 16, 17, 18℄.

5. Representing ausality [17, 18℄.
However, the last attribute of BSC is a little ambiguous, i.e., in Kaplan and Norton's
work , the reader is referred to their earlier papers in 1992 and 1993 for the link between
the above-mentioned perspe tives [22℄ and they do not dis uss these links in the text. In
the mid-1990s, BSC do umentations graphi ally revealed the relations among strategi
obje tives themselves (rather than the measures) and ausality linking a ross the perspe tives toward key obje tives relating to nan ial performan e [22℄. The linkage as o urring
among measures and strategi obje tives is illustrated in [17, 18℄, respe tively. At rst,
diagrams showing linkages among obje tives were alled \strategi linkage models," but
more re ently they have been alled \strategy maps" [19, 20℄. The strategy map enables
managers at ea h level of the organization to spe ify s ore ards that des ribe the strategy
as a set of ause-and-e e t relationships that an be tested and adjusted [1℄. It has been
emphasized that designing the strategy maps with learly established ausal links leads
to as ading the understanding of strategy down through the organization. Therefore, all
employees are aware of strategi intent and the impa t of operational a tivities upon its
delivery [10℄℄. To larify the meaning of a ausal model, in what follows, we examine an
example whi h is given by Kaplan and Norton, 1996. Assume that we in rease employee
training in produ ts, then they will be ome more knowledgeable about the full range of
the produ ts they an sell. If employees are more knowledgeable about produ ts, then
their sales e e tiveness will improve, and if their sales e e tiveness improves, then the average margin of the produ ts they sell will in rease. Su h if-then rules an be onsidered
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by ausal relations of a BSC mapping to tell the story of the strategy in a way that is
meaningful.
Some resear hers, su h as Malmi [25℄, expli itly stated that measurement systems
without ause-and-e e t logi may also qualify as BSCs; however, a great number of
authors onsider ause-and-e e t hains as a de ning hara teristi of the BSC on ept [16,
23℄, e.g., Atkinson interpreted Kaplan and Norton's ause-and-e e t logi as the essen e
of their approa h [3℄. Norreklit [28℄ writes: "The ause-and-e e t hain is entral to the
BSC. The hain distinguishes the model from other approa hes." Moreover, Hoque and
James [12℄ argue: \The use of a BSC does not mean just using more measures; it means
putting a handful of strategi ally riti al measures together in a single report, in a way
that makes ause-and-e e t relations transparent."
In the past ten years, the BSC on ept has su essfully di used all over the world.
However, in pra ti e, the implementation of BSC was not as su essful as expe ted. For
example, Lewy laims that 70% of s ore ard implementations fail [23℄. Criti isms of BSC
were reported in di erent resour es su h as [25, 3, 28, 29℄. Various studies on the adoption
of BSC show that one problem en ountered by many organizations is their inability to
develop a ausal model of their strategy [30℄. Malmi found that the adopters of BSC in
ountry-regionpla eFinland fa ed some diÆ ulties in developing a ausal model of their
strategy and were unable to des ribe their model well. In fa t, the weakness of the links
laimed was the reason for this short oming [25℄. Similar studies on BSC adoption in
ountry-regionAustria and ountry-regionpla eGermany revealed that half of the ompanies onsidered did not develop a ausal model of their strategy [33℄. Davis and Albright's
survey [7℄ of the literature on BSC shows that 77% of the ompanies that adopt BSC in
the ountry-regionpla eUSA fail to develop a ausal model of their strategy.
In spite of the importan e of the ausal model in BSC, there is no spe i method
to help organizations to develop su h a ausal model [25, 33℄. Othman noti ed that in
order to implement BSC su essfully, de nition and development of ausal links are of
high priority [30℄. A ording to his report, the problems experien ed by those who did
not develop a ausal model of their strategy are more than the problems of those who did.
Su h a development improves the out omes and fa ilitates BSC implementation.
It is important to note that the analyses and testing of asual relations are important
parts of strategy maps designing. To this aim, experien es or mathemati al models su h as
regression are usually used, see e.g., [5℄. Stru tural Equation Modeling (SEM) is one of the
most powerful methods of multivariate data analysis. SEM is an appli able statisti al tool
to test the relationships proposed in a parsimonious model. It has been proved that SEM
fun tionality is better than other multivariate te hniques in luding multiple regression,
path analysis, and fa tor analysis [34℄.
Human and human related issues in management are very ompli ated issues and one
dependent variable may be an independent variable in other dependen e relationships.
Therefore, a method that an simultaneously examine a series of dependen e relationships
helps to nd ompli ated managerial and behavioral issues. Contrary to other statisti al
tools su h as regression, SEM enables resear hers to answer a set of interrelated resear h
questions in a single, systemati , and omprehensive analysis. This method is based on
modeling the relationships among multiple independent and dependent onstru ts simultaneously. This simultaneous analysis apability di ers greatly from other methods su h
as linear regression, LOGIT, ANOVA, and MANOVA, whi h an analyze only one layer of
linkages among dependent and independent variables at a time. Moreover, SEM permits
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ompli ated variable relationships to be expressed through hierar hi al or non-hierar hi al,
and re ursive or non-re ursive stru tural equations to present a more omplete pi ture of
the entire model [6, 11℄.
SEM has been used in BSC to test the relations between perspe tives, but to the best
of our knowledge, there has been no published work whi h uses SEM as in this arti le.
In fa t, we will propose an approa h whi h in ludes using SEM to understand, analyze
and test the relations among the obje tives of the strategy map. In se tion 2, the steps
of strategy maps design are addressed. This se tion presents a framework whi h helps
experts to design the strategy map by applying a omprehensive and s ienti method
together with their experien e, whi h a hieves a more reliable method. The e e tiveness
of the method is illustrated by an example. Se tion 3 will provide a des ription of our
s heme in luding a given example. Finally, we will on lude our work in se tion 4.

2

Steps for designing strategy maps

The strategy map, whi h is omposed of goals and related measures, is used to tell the
story of a business unit strategy using some asual relations. To nd su h a strategy map,
at rst we should start our mission by a primary model design. Next, we use SEM indi es
to nd wether our model ts olle ted data. If not, we should improve the measurement
model and then enhan e the stru tural model. However, in ea h step we de ide what to
do using SEM generated indi es for the model. These steps are presented in gure 1. We
will explain them in detail.

Fig. 1. Steps for designing strategy maps
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Finding a primary model and olle ting data

To establish a primary model, the re ommendation of [16, 27℄ is to hold a meeting
in luding senior managers. It is better to get an outside onsultant or trained fa ilitator
to manage the session. Before the session, a opy of the most re ent versions of the
mission, values, vision and strategy must be delivered to ea h parti ipant. To have a tive
parti ipation for all members, it is better to start with small teams. After reviewing the
various obje tives generated in smaller groups, they brainstorm to ome to onsensus on
what obje tives they feel should omprise ea h perspe tive. The team should attempt to
determine a strategy map in whi h obje tives a ross the four perspe tives appear to be
linked in ause-and-e e t relationships.
In the next step, we should test and modify the model using SEM. To do so, we must
olle t suitable data and estimate the ovarian e matrix. But, as Kaplan and Norton
stated, it must be taken into a ount that gathering suÆ ient data to do ument signi ant
orrelation, relation, and ausation among BSC measures an take a long time { months
or years [18℄-, espe ially in large organizations. Therefore, over short terms, managers'
assessment of strategi maps may have to be based on subje tive judgments.
2.2

Using Stru tural Equation Modeling

Latent variables are the key variables of interest in any stru tural study. We an observe
the behavior of latent variables only indire tly and imperfe tly. We onsider our strategi
obje tives as latent variables and use manifest or observed variables{ that are a tual
measures and s ores{ to ground our strategi obje tives.
Figure 2 illustrates a simpli ed representation of a strategi map in whi h strategi
obje tives are represented as ellipses and their related measures are pla ed in re tangular
boxes. The measurement model is the part whi h deals with strategi obje tives and their
indi ators or measures, and the stru tural model spe i es the stru tures that ontain
relationships among strategi obje tives.

Fig. 2. Simpli ed representation of a strategi map
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Unlike rst generation regression tools, SEM not only assesses the stru tural model
but, in the same analysis, also evaluates the measurement model. The ombined analysis
of the measurement and the stru tural model allows:
1. Measurement errors of the observed variables to be analyzed as an integral part of
the model, and
2. Fa tor analysis to be ombined in one operation with the hypotheses testing.
The result is a more rigorous analysis of the proposed resear h model and, very often,
a better methodologi al assessment tool. Thus, SEM te hniques provide more omplete
information about the extent to whi h the resear h model is supported by the data than
regression te hniques [11℄. In the following two se tions, we will propose some methods
and indi es that an be used in designing a strategy map.
2.2.1

Choosing a method

A variety of estimation methods have been used in SEM to indi ate how losely the
orrelation or ovarian e matrix implied by a parti ular set of trial values onforms to
the observed data, and thus to guide attempts to nd best- tting models. Ea h of these
methods has its own advantages. Three standard methods that almost all SEM programs
support are:
1. OLS (or ULS)
2. GLS
3. MLE
Various riteria, also known as dis repan y fun tions, an be onsidered as di erent ways
of weighting the di eren es between orresponding elements of the observed and implied
ovarian e matri es. In matrix terms, this may be expressed as:

F = (S

C )0 W (S

C)

(2.1)

where S and C refer to the non-dupli ated elements of the observed and implied ovarian e
matri es S and C, arranged as ve tors, respe tively. W is a weight matrix and its di erent versions yield di erent riteria. For example, if W is an identity matrix, the above
expression redu es to:
F = (S C )0 (S C )
(2.2)
This expression may be simpli ed to other forms su h as:
1=2 tr[(S
and

ln jC j

C )V ℄2

ln jS j + tr(SC 1)

(2.3)

m

(2.4)

The larger the F, the worse the t. An iterative model- tting program will try to
minimize F by seeking values for the unknowns whi h make the implied matrix C as mu h
like the observed matrix S as possible (for more details see [24℄).
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The maximum likelihood estimation (MLE or ML) is the most ommon method that
an be used for re ursive and non-re ursive models. But this method is not robust when
data are ordinal or non-normal (very skewed). As ordinal variables are widely used in
pra ti e, it is helpful to note a rule of thumb that expresses dis rete data ( ategori al
data, ordinal data with values < 15) may be assumed to be normal if skewness or kurtosis
is within the range of 1.0 (some use 1.5 or even 2.0) [35℄. In this paper, we use ULS
to estimate indi es. As Joreskog [21℄ emphasized:
Although ULS is seldom used, it is quite robust (see Textsle, Balderjahn, 1985) and
deserves more attention. It does not require any distributional assumptions. It an be used
with small samples even when the number of variables is large and when the orrelation
matrix is not positive de nite for other reasons (for example, this might be the ase for a
matrix of tetra hori or poly hori orrelations).
2.2.2

Fit indi es

After estimating a measurement model, given a onverged and proper solution, a resear her would assess how well the spe i ed model a ounted for the data with one or
more overall goodness-of- t indi es [2℄. The SEM program provides the probability value
asso iated with the hi-square likelihood ratio test, the goodness-of- t index, and the
root-mean-square residual [14℄.
If the null hypothesis is supported, the assumption of multivariate normality holds, and
sample size is reasonably large, then both GLS and ML riteria will yield an approximate
2 using the following multipli ation relation:
(N

1)Fmin

(2.5)

The 2 test provides a useful basis for making de isions about the tness of a model, or
the relative ts of di erent models. In a satisfa tory t,2  df that means p value  0:5.
RMSEA1 is another index, whi h is relatively insensitive to sample size. If we res ale the
non entrality parameter, 2 df , by dividing it by N -1, we obtain a quantity d whi h we
an use to de ne RMSEA:

RMSEA =

pd/df

(2.6)

Browne and Cude k [4℄ have suggested the following guidelines for interpreting RMSE:
" Pra ti al experien e has made us feel that a value of the RMSEA of about 0:05 or less
would indi ate a lose t of the model in relation to the degrees of freedom . . . . We are
also of the opinion that a value of 0:08 or less for the RMSEA would indi ate a reasonable
error of approximation and would not want to employ a model with a RMSEA greater
than .1."
RMSEA and 2 are overall t indi es that we an use to test the tness of our model
(strategy map).
We use another index, alled t-value, to test the signi an e of individual paths. We
an onsider t-values higher than 1:96 to denote a strong ausal relation among variables.
Hen e, we an onsider those paths with t-values lower that 1.96 as weak paths whi h an
be deleted if ne essary.
1

mean square error of approximation
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If we on lude that the tness of our model is not satisfa tory, a reasonable strategy is
to try to nd out why the model does not t, and then hange it to t better. We need to
be a bit areful here sin e we are not only interested in tting better to the urrent data
set. In fa t, we need a real improvement in measurement or theory, not just a pro edure
for de reasing hi-square (for more details see [24℄).
2.3

Revising the model

When our model ts poorly to some olle tion of data, we should revise it. To do so, it is
better to onsider two steps. The rst step that is nearly always worth onsidering is to
as ertain to what extent the la k of t resides in the measurement, and after modifying
the model and nding a satisfa tory measurement model, we should test the stru tural
model (our strategy map) and modify it if ne essary.
2.3.1

Improving the measurement model

Suppose that there are problems in the measurement part of the strategy map. Inspe ting the results of the on rmatory fa tor analysis solution may give lues to the problem's
nature. There are two main sour es of diÆ ulty in the measurement models. First, some
indi ators may fail to re e t the obje tives they are supposed to measure. For example,
they may have low fa tor loadings, or fa tor loadings of the wrong sign. One way of
dealing with a variable whi h loads poorly is simply to remove it. However, the onsequen es should always be onsidered before taking su h a step. One should determine if
the remaining measures are on eptually adequate for de ning the obje tive.
The se ond main sour e of measurement model mis t is that measures may, to some
extent, re e t obje tives other than the one they are intended to measure. If an indi ator
in fa t re e ts two obje tives, but it is taken as a measure of one, and gives a zero path
from the other, there will be a mis t. The model is now dis repant with respe t to reality,
sin e the orrelations of this measure with others re e t both aspe ts of it, but the model
assumes that only one aspe t is present. Again, the hoi e of whether to omit su h an
ambiguous measure or to allow paths to it from both obje tives will depend on su h
onsiderations as whether one has adequate measures of both without it (drop it) or not
(probably keep it, although it may distort relations between the two obje tives by bringing
in a orrelation due to the spe i aspe ts of the measure) [24℄.
A nal possible strategy is to de ide whether the measurement model is good enough
or not, despite a substantial 2 , and go dire tly into the stru tural model. If one is in an
exploratory mode, anyway, there is learly no obligation that all measurement problems
must be resolved ompletely before any stru tural problems an be addressed.
2.3.2

Improving the stru tural model

Changing a stru tural model is hanging one's theory, and should always be done arefully. To improve the stru tural part of the strategy map, one an use the information
provided by the tting program to see whether existing paths are signi antly di erent
from zero. If not, for example if the t-value is lower than 1:96, experts might onsider
dropping some of them from the model. Experts an also use modi ation indi es to
improve the tness of the model. SEM model- tting programs provide diagnosti indi ators that an be helpful in de iding whi h additional paths from obje tives to measures or
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other obje tives might improve the t of the model. These are alled Modi ation Indi es.
What they do for you is tell you roughly how mu h the 2 for the model will be improved
by freeing ea h xed path present in the model. One an look at modi ation indi es to
get an idea what the e e ts on the t would be if one were to add parti ular paths. But
modi ations should not be made without areful onsideration of their impli ations for
the substantive theory that the model is intended to re e t. Su h a aution was emphasized by a study by M Callum [26℄, who investigated the merits of a simple automati
model-improvement strategy as follows: If a model does not t, make the single hange
that most improves its t. Repeat as ne essary until a non-signi ant %2 (desired tness)
is a hieved. Then, test for and delete any unne essary paths.
Table 1

Obje tives and related measures

Perspe tive

Obje tives

F1: Finan ing ratio

Finan ial
F2: Return on sales

F3:Return on nan ing (investment)
C1: Revenue generated by
unique visitors (UV)
Customer
C2: Marketing overage

Measures

TR/F0: - Total revenue per
amount of nan ing
TR/F1: Total revenue per
amount of nan ing
AP/TR: Pro tability per
total revenue (from sales)
AP/F Pro tability per
amount of nan ing
TR/UV0 - Total revenue
per UV0
TR/UV0 - Total revenue
per UV0
MC - Marketing expenditure
per unique visitors
MS - Rea h (% of users
aptured by a ompany)

C3: Penetration (market share)

Internal Business
Pro esses

I1: Revenue generated by
Marketing Expenditure
I2: Employee Produ tivity1
I3:Employee Produ tivity2

Learning and
Growth

TR/ME0 - Total Revenue
per Marketing Expenditure.
TR/ME1 - Total Revenue
per Marketing Expenditure.

L1: Employee Development

EP1 - Revenue per Employee
EP2 - Pro tability per Employee
EDC - Development
Expenditure per employee

Revenue generated
by development expenditure

TRADE - Total Revenue
per development expenditure
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Numeri al example

In this se tion, we would like to illustrate the steps of the ow hart in Figure 1 in order
to design the strategy map related to the data presented in [9℄. In the rst step, we must
nd our obje tives and measures whi h are illustrated in Table 1. In step 2, we introdu e
a primary strategy map, whi h experts suggest through brainstorming. After al ulating
the ovarian e matrix of the given data in step 4, we test the model. The model has been
estimated by unweighted least square method using LISREL 8:51.

Fig. 3. A primary model

Figure 3 shows the primary model and its orresponding indi es. RMSEA = 0:07 and
p value = 0:11 show that our primary model does not t.
Ea h obje tive has at most 2 measures; therefore, as was stated , we skip steps 5 and 6
and go to step 7, and try to nd the problems in the stru tural part of our strategi map.
At rst, we should ompare the orresponding t-value for ea h relation against 1:97 to nd
statisti ally non-signi ant relations. The orresponding t-value for the relation between
F1 and C1 is 0:96, whi h is relatively low. Therefore, we an remove it. To test the model
in step 7, we run LISREL again. The revised model does not still t the data. Looking
at the orresponding t-value of the relations, we an see that all of them are statisti ally
signi ant.
Therefore, we use modi ation indi es to add (a) path/path(s) between some relations.
As was emphasized before, this must be done arefully with the aid of experts. In ea h
step, we add only one relation and, if ne essary, we will add another in the next step.
Looking at modi ation indi es, we an see the path from L1 to I 2 is logi ally a eptable.
In step 8, we test the revised model. The RMSEA value and other indi es of the model
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show that the model is a eptable but there is a problem with the t-value of a relation.
The orresponding t-value of the relation between L2 and F 2 is 1:5, whi h does not
satisfy the a eptable riteria. We an remove this relation from the model by onsidering
both theory and experien e.

Fig. 4. Final strategy map and related indi es

The nal model is shown in gure 4. Test results show that this model ts the data
quite well. The RMSEA of the model is 0.0, whi h indi ates the a eptable t of the
model. The 2 = 68:67 with degree of freedom = 71 and p value = 0:55 suggest that
the model annot be reje ted. SEM also provides some other helpful indi es ea h of whi h
has some priority over others. As has been shown in Table 2, the orresponding values of
these indi es make us more ertain about the tness of the model.
The t-values of relations have been shown on arrows in Figure 5. As we an see, all
t-values are between 1:97 and 1:97 and the model, therefore, reports on the strength of
the relations among obje tives. Considering Figure 1, we are now in the nal step and
this is the time when experts an handle this model { whi h is statisti ally a eptable {
in using BSC in the organization.
Table 2

Fit indi e

Indi es
Value of the Model
A eptable Value

IFI
1:00
 0:9

CFI
0:93
 0:9

NFI NNFI RMSR AGFI RMSEA
1:00
0:90
0:13
0:87
0
 0:9  0:8  0:0  0:9  0:05
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Fig. 5. Final map and t-values among obje tives

4

Con lusion

Re ent studies have revealed that nding the ausal relation among obje tives and testing
them have a riti al role in strategi map design. In this paper, we suggested the use
of SEM in designing strategy maps. In our proposed method, both fa tor analysis and
hypotheses testing were examined in the same experiment.
In omparison with previous te hniques, the proposed method provides more a urate
and pre ise information. Moreover, as organization managers have re ognized that they
need to manage a shift from obje tive methods to subje tive ones, our proposed method
would a t better than previous methods used to test or even nd strategy maps.
In the rst step of our road map, the most vital obje tives and their related measures
should be de lared, then we try to propose a basi model in whi h there are ausal relations
among some obje tives. Next, using SEM, we generate some indi es whi h help us to
analyze the model. If the model does not t the data, we will try to determine the
problem in the measurement part of the model and re ne the measures, if ne essary. In
the next step, the stru tural part of the model would be analyzed and, if ne essary, the
relations among obje tives will be revised. In this step, one an use t-values to nd the
orresponding weak relations. The nal model, whose tness is statisti ally a eptable,
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an be used to implement BSC in the target organization.
SEM-based te hniques require a greater number of data to generate more appropriate
results; i.e., we need to olle t more data before using these te hniques. Nonetheless, the
advent of information era for ed organization leaders to provide enough data to prove
their quality enhan ement. As a result of this pro ess, data requirements of SEM-based
te hniques would be satis ed.
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